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'Greenville Golfer - Work On New Grade
Wins SCK Tourney School Building
Total Of 104 Golfers
k On Schedule
Participate In Event

Unusual Accident
Last Day!
Tomorrow, Friday, September 7, is the last day to register to participate in t h e
general election on November 6. Registration books
will close in the office of
the county court clerk at 5
p. m., and will not be opened
again until ten days after the
fall election, Clerk John
Morgan said.

At Local Country Club
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Easing The Bite
all businessmen who collect
A proposal has been made that
County or Federal—annutaxes for the Government—State, City,
by these Government agencies
ally on March 5th be sent a check
and remitted during
amounting to 5 per cent of all taxes collected
preceding.
year
calendar
full
the
check for 5 per cent on
In 90 per cent of the cases, this little
Security, etc., for the Federal Govthe withholding taxes, Social
the State on all its taxes
ernment and 5 per cent kickback from
entire cost of a bookcollected by the businessmen, would pay the
businessmen who now
keeper (part time) for the beat-up little
March 15 when Uncle
actually don't know where they stand until
income taxes.
year's
last
their
of
settlement
forces
Gouge
conCautiously one newspaper followed up these ideas with
business---big and
versation with various widely assorted types of
large companies
little. One good idea has evolved in the fact that
etc., could possibwith machine accounting systems, cash registers,
medium size firms with a
ly settle for a 3 per cent rebate; while
could settle for 4 per
bookkeeper
part-time
and
a
register
cash
of enterprise such as
type
Pop
&
Mom
Pee-Wee
the
cent, while
enough
stores, shops, gas stations, country weeklies, etc., with not
get
volume of business to even pay for an adding machine, would
the full 5 per cent.
being
All governments. would be better off. Resentment at
would
tax collectors working without pay, would cease. Collections
the last
be much prompter and the dying middle class—made up of
indestand of ambitious little men who still have strength and
pendence left to try to make a small enterprise work—would not
book
go completely insane with frustration a n d hard overtime
work necessary to keep going under this fantastic, farcical regulated
'Free" Enterprise. This so called "System", which we live under,
that will dim the lights of capital and labor alike within the next
15 years, and make our Pension and Security System a hollow
mockery and a Jacobs Coat before 1975. Best of all, it is the opening wedge in the long fight back necessary to save the white race
from extinction.

Good Years Ahead
In a long range prediction which sounds like music to agricultural regions Franklin L. Parsons, economist of the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, says the next 20 years will be rosier for
farmers than the past score. The past 20 years takes in two decades
which represent extremes of Conditions, the first ten years being in
the depression and its aftermath, and the next ten being war boom
times. Perhaps the average would show a fair degree of prosperity.
In looking at the future, Mr. Parsons, quoted in the Country
Gentleman, views the situation as being marked by more stability,
good prices and a big demand for goods. These factors would seem
to assure future prosperity for farmers.
Gone are the years of vast farm surpluses, says Mr. Parsons.
Things now are planned, and overproduction won't be allowed to
ruin markets for several years at a stretch, unless, he cautions, the
control program comes to be based on an unrealistic price-support
policy and out-of-date parity prices. In such case a serious surplus
of some commodities would arise.
But all this pleasant contemplation does not relieve the farmer of any of the responsibilities of good management. Mr. Parsons
says there is no substitute for efficiency, and one of the best ways
of achieving this is to spread costs over more units of production.

Ad Costs Deductible
Newspaper advertising received one of its greatest tributes recently when the secretary of the Treasury indicated he did not favor
:elimination of a regulation that permits advertisers to deduct advertising expenditures in income tax returns as a legitimate business expense. By his action, the secretary showed he considered
advertising in the same category as pay roll and other necessary
business costs.
Elimination of advertising costs as a business expense was
advocated during World War II in a petition presented to the Treasury Department. The petition was ignored. The proposal was renewed again recently by a group studying possible methods for obtaining more tax revenues.
In commenting on the latest suggestion, the secretary of the
Treasury emphasized the importance of advertising, both from the
standpoint of its effect on the production of newspapers and its
effect on the maintenance of business at a high level. As to newspapers, he said the free dissemination of news depends largely on
advertising that makes newspapers both possible and profitable.
Then, he was quoted further as stating:
"You will know that to prosper, business must maintain advertising. . . . There is no question about that. I do not think it
possible for a going concern to forget the fact that it has to keep
up its public contact and relations."
All in all, the secretary's action and his comment represented
one of the most important boosts for advertising ever to come from
a public official.
It is good to know that the secretary of the Treasury realizes
the importance of advertising in the national economy and knows
that, without advertising, the national income would depreciate,
with a loss in taxes far greater than would be obtained by disallowing advertising expenditures.
Businessmen would be placed in a sad position, indeed, if the
federal gbvernment ever declared a non-deductible expense. The
whole country and its economy would suffer, in fact, if that ever
happened.
—(The Lexington Herald)

'Mouth To Tonsils'
A trifle more than a year ago this country witnessed a wave of
scare buying that followed the outbreak of the Korean war. There
was all kinds of frightened talk about severe future shortages of
practically everything. The main 6roblem of many merchants was
to get enough goods from manufacturers to meet the roaring demand.
A short Hull ago The Wall Street Journal conducted an anniversary survey to find out just how much conditions have changed.
According to this report, the picture is now drastically different.
Merchants are bothered with longages, not shortages. And they are
buying warily from the suppliers. The paper quotes one department store official as saying: "We quit hand-to-mouth buying a
couple of months ago. Now we're buying mouth to tonsils."
This doesn't mean that retail business is in the doldrums. It
is running at a good level, but the days of record sales are over. In
many cases stores have large inventories of goods which are moving comparatively slowly. And consumers are shopping about and
buying with great care.
Here is further proof of the fact that the retailer has plenty of
problems, even though his prices seem sky-high to most of us. Those
prices aren't his fault—in case after case his actual profit per dollar
of sales is less than it was in days when the price level was much
lower. His operating costs have gone up all along the line due to
conditions which are entirely beyond his control. He must bear
ruch of the brunt of consumer resentment over inflation. So matters aren't all milk and honey in the retail trades.
(The Cynthiana Democrat)
•
The New York diamond smuggler who described himself as
an "innocent victim of temptation" calls to mind the earnest plea of
the chap who killed his -parents. "Have mercy on me, Your Honor," he begged the court, "bearing in mind that I'm just a poor
orphan."
Thirty-two thousand workers at an automobile plant in Detroit
went on Strike because 6Q,of their number, issued smocks instead of
overalls to wear on the job, considered their manhood insulted.
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resent such an attitude so much
By Gordon Wilson, Ph. D.
By J. S. H.
that I would at once declare that
(Western State College)
The bulletin board of one local (he weekend displayed the lies
Another year of delivering the younger generation is on the
church Sunday had this notice sportsmanship I've seen in a long commencement addresses to high way down hill with the brakes
on it:
time. All were ready to shake schools has made me think again eft I refuse to believe this and
Respectable Sins
hands at the bat of an eye and
difference between the continue to speak. And it does
Welcome
even the losers managed te smile of the
* * *
after the grind of 36 holes Sun- manners of people now and for- me good to find that nearly evme
Diane Dennis, small grand- day.
merly. Many elderly persons de- erybody speaks back, calling
me good, for
does
That
name.
daughter of Mrs. B. N. Luaby sat
by
• • •
clare that good manners have
up and took notice at the picture
Few of us who have served in about disappeared from the face I do not have a chance to know
show the other night when an the Armed Forces can say that
all the students of a good-sized
of the earth, that youngsters genalligator scene came on the screen over 100 friends a n d relatives
college. Whatever effort it may
erally are impudent, careless, and
and the announcer explained that turned out to a farewell party
cost a student to speak to an old
crude. Maybe these critics of the
alligators do not attack man. for us. However, Billy Board,
fellow like me, it at least does me
younger generation know more
Diane asked her mother, "How Route 1, is the exception. A total
good and renews my faith in
but
I
do,
about people than I
about ladies, Mother, do they at- of 141 people, a record crowd,
who are to conic after me.
those
would like to defend most of the
tack them?"
The old Victorian idea that a
attended his party Sunday. Imo- people who are now of high school
young lady must be seen and not
gine shaking hands and saying age.
• • •
Local and visiting golfers at goodbye to that many people at
that all men are potentiWhen
I began making corn- heard,
the SCK tournament here over one time.
dangerous, even the toothless
mencement addresses, more than ally
•
and bifocaled, seems to have died
thirty years ago, I rarely found
almost entirely. Just once in a
the
gradua high school where
great while I find some shy
ates were friendly. This was cermaiden, who probably 'has been
tainly not due to any lack of
instructed to avoid all men
manners; it was plain bashfulness
known, who seems positively
and :inexperience. If any of the
shocked when I speak to her, on
(By Norman Walker)
earlier graduates spoke to me afWashington — Big Ed Morgan, ter or before my address, they the campus, or in the halls. Every
who used to track down Red spies were awkward and formal to the time such an incident occurs, I
pick OBERLIN
as an FBI agent, now is the na- extent of being almost ridiculous, am half tickled, half peeved that
WHAS
tion's super sleuth for price chis- about like children who had been there are any people today who
elers. He's enforcement director given specific instructions by fond live so far away from the center
1 140OIL
EY/1,11
cabinet cri- for the Office of Price Stabilize- parents on how to act before the of things that they regard humanParis, France —
a freakish light. Our
sis, a government fails. It hap- tion (OPS).
visiting preacher or other note- ity in such
public high schools have not
pens with startling frequency in
"I'm sold on the idea that we're ble.
they
France. There is no premier, no in the battle of our lives for the
For many years now I have taught many things that
chief of state, nobody at the helm survival of freedom," he said, rarely found high school students should have taught, but the r.aturalness with which young peo4OP
of the ship.
from across his desk at OPS head- who are awkward or reticent in
Ever wonder what happens? quarters. "Keeping this country's the presence of visiting speakers. ple come together and live for
years, impressionable years, pleasWell, nothing happens.
economy sound is a big part of Whether they have been briefed
All operations continue to op- that battle."
or not, I do not know; but they es at least one of the older generation, who cannot forget the
erate without a hitch. It gives raMorgan spent seven years with act just like folks. Two years
dio and press something to cry the FBI, specializing in intelli- a-go, when I spoke again at Fi- cold, formal manners of other
about. And, it gives the elected gence and espionage worke\Then delity High, I was deeply im- times.
representatives of the people in for four years, while in private Pressed by the complete natural•
ierin
the Chamber of Deputies an un- law practice, he roamed the ness of youngsters who had never
.••••
paralleled opportunity to make country, mainly at his own ex_ seen me before, to whom I could
1111
"
scathing speeches on the floor.
pense, making lectures "trying to have been only a name associatWhen stuffing tomatoes with
But debate is about all.
awaken the American people to ed with their community before a fish or chicken or egg mixture
The cabinet crisis this summer the menace of Communism."
they
trea te
parents
ke for salads, scoop out the tomato
w e boarr,n.mBauytbI wastheire,d
was the result of two things. One,
like pulp, and sprinkle salt in the
II
"I caught a few rotten tomatoes
the elections a few months ago in
in New York City, too", he a . dear member of the family, cavity before adding the filling.
which the two extremes—the
laughed. He was associate coun- with a warmness that made me If not to be filled at once the
Communists on the left, and the
sel of the congressional commit- come away from my little vil- hollowed-out tomatoes should be
DeGaullists on the right, obtaintee which investigated the Pearl loge proud that manners there inverted on a plate so juices can
ed a total of 45 per cent of the Harbor
drain, and refrigerated.
disaster and chief coun- are goad'
vote. This left three of four midThis very year of 1951 has
An attractive bowl of fruit can
sel of the Senate Foreign Reladle-of-the-road parties with a
lions subcommittee which probed brought me several experiences do double-duty; it can serve as '1 s'pose if you fed him Princeton
Creamery's
balance of power. But it is such
charges of Communism in the that stand out in my long years the table center piece and as min D Milk 'stead of
raw meat, he'd bust right
a narrow one that by- banding to- State Department.
of talking to high schools. Again dessert. Whole walnuts will look
gether, as they often do, the ComI do not know whether anybody pretty with the fruit and will
Morgan went to work last
munists and DeGa,ullists can just
had done some briefing before I taste good with it, too. March as price controls cop for
about wreck any effort of the
got there, but nobody could have
Make a quick banana .pie usMichael V. DiSalle, the OPS chief,
government to accomplish anyfound any finer warmth and ing a graham cracker crust and
He's built up an enforcement staff
DIAL 2063
Hopkinsville Street
thing.
courtesy shown a visitor. When packaged vanilla pudding; just
from less than 200 to more than
The second cause of the crisis
I hear many people no older than before serving arrange sliced
ba2,000 and expects he'll need more
was bitter and firmly rooted—a
I rave about the crudities too of- nanas over the filling made from
than 5,000 to do the right kind
disagreement over Whether the
SPECIAL
NOTE! THIS HUGE CIRCUS
ten found, I wonder whether they the pudding and top with whipof job.
state should help support church
have had any contact with young ped cream.
"We're not trying to scare or
WILL PLAT A
-STOP-OVER ENGAGEMENT" TO
schools.
people lately.
Lentil soup with frankfurter
persecute anyone", he said. "But
ALLOW TIME FOR FEEDING AND WATERING ITS MANY
Now, although France is roughBy no means do I mean to say slices makes a good Sunday night
we do intend to see that price regly 90 per cent Catholic, it is also
that all manners at all times arc supper dish. Add a salad and
ANIMALS. THESE PREVAILING CIRCUMSTANCES WILL SF.
ulations atre enforced. We don't
about 90 per cent opposed—and
perfect nowadays. I am no Polly- pumpernickel bread to the menu,
want
to
send
anyone
to
jail.
But
FORD
LOCAL "CIRCUS-FANS" THE OPPORTUNITY Of
strongly oppose d—to mixing
anna, whatever else I may be. I :Ind for des,:ert serve cheese and
if we have to, we will. We are
church and state. And, in France,
do find in my own college some crackers.
SEEING
THE LARGEST AND FINEST CIRCUS EVER TO
,
trying to build up an organizaas in the United States, there are
glaring lacks of manners in an
VISIT THIS AREA.
Leftover ham (ground) may be
tion that will inspire public conthose who fear that if the govoccasional person, but far more mixed with leftover seasoned
fidence."
ernment supports schools, it is a
than half of the students have
mashed potatoes and shaped
Morgan has practically handstep toward bringing that union
been well taught or on their own into cakes; flour the
picked his big staff, now located
cakes
of religion and government.
in more than 100 offices across believe that courtesy is a good lightly and fry until heated
The very cynical observers of
thing to practice. So rare is it through and lightly browned. A
the nation. Many are former FBI
AFTERNOON and NIGHT
French politics, which includes a
that I meet crudeness that I usmen. For an assistant he c-ailed
salad of greens plus thinly shavgood many Frenchmen, too —
ually make a small sermon on it
out of retirement Dwight Branted carrot strips and olives tastes
maintain that the government
to the very next class I meet.
ley, former FBI agent in Kansas
good with this.
functions best when, theoreticalThe democratic way of speaking
City, his old boss.
It is best to let a burned pan
R E FIRST BIG CIRCUS HERE IN 1: 'YEARS
ly, there is no government. Durto everybody that I learned earsoak for half an hour or so, then
All these men work directly
ing these periods, previously esly, and still practice, sometimes
under Morgan's direction from
loosen the stuck-on food With a
tablished policies are pursued, and
seems worthy only of silence or
wooden spoon before washing
Washington. He also keeps a
an aristocratic glance down a
the civil servants, the professionthoroughly.
crack staff of 290 agents on tap
al Government workers, simply
patrician nose. If I were as old
To prepare browned butter to
here to shoot anywhere in the
go about their jobs and entertain
as some of my compeers. I would
nation where a special job needs
serve with artichokes put the
no worries.
•
butter in a small saucepan and
attention.
And, that's about all there is
Morgan said a great deal of know about regulations. But he let it stand ()vat' low heat just
to a cabinet crisis in France. That
the enforcement office's work so indicated he felt they ought to until it turns brown. Watch careis the meaning of those words that far has been in
visiting business know by now and that OPS may fully and do not allow to get too
often sound so ominous to the establishments to
deep a brown.
make sure they not be so lenient in the future.
rest of us—"Government falls."
There are, of course, political
implications which could make
any cabinet crisis a great deal
more serious than they are, or,
at least, seem to me to be, but
somehow or other, they always
got thrashed out, one way or another.
Here in Paris, I share a rather
large and sumptuous office with
a young man from Lebanon, who
speaks perfect French and who
has been kind enough to translate for me sonic of the choicest
bits of the debate in the National
Assembly.
And, about this office. I am the
proud temporary lessee of one of
the largest desks ever built. It is
about seven-feet long and- three1"
feet wide—and has more trickdrawers and partitions than one
can imagine. Only one drawback.
Unless you lock it, the top-drawers insist on popping open about
June-Bred
two-inches. Just like home!
. •
A nutritious breakfast is just
as necessary in summer as it is
in winter. Medical and dietetc
authoilties agree that when the
body has been without food for
Tee47'.
CRFATuAlf
10 to 12 hours it should be supSTRAN61 Jangle
plied with nutrients for the
9
k
morning's activities. Studies show
that workers who skip breakfast
Olifia Stela ON giti*frt1111 Y1610
get less done in the first morning hours than those who eat a
good breakfast.
Avoiding those I-o-n-g conversations is one of the best ways
Nize,t to PreWhen bacon is to be cooked it
qualify
harmony.
It's
easy
to
party-line
as
a
should be laid in either a cold or
to promote
:XADU LTS-075
a moderately hot heavy skillet.
LARGLST. 1116..T
party-line "good neighbor." Just follow these four easy rules:
.
VARIED
Allow it to get crisp over low,
COSTLY COLLECTION OF
heat, turning at least once, When
RARE ANIMALS EVER EX • Share the line freely with others
preparing a small amount of bacSIAT5
IHBITED.
on it is not necessary to pour off
5.5
Release line in an emergency
•
the fat until the bacon is finished
2 COMPLETE PERFORMANCES
fICKETS,
cooking.
• Answer your telephone promptly
OFIN it
SAL-getrtilesgs
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Individual rings of tomato asOP
7Pm.MiOW,5
• Give called party time to answer
pic filled with potato salad make
"
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t
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k shank in tobacco is caususiderable corwern over the
black shank ap, Last Year
farms in Kened in many
,here it had never been
helot, It appeared as a few
;waits which, in many
,
Au- acted no attention bethia• ,,pocared to have been
car, in sections of the
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state where there has been considerable rainfall, tobacco set in
the field where black shank first
appeared last ,year is now nearly
a total loss. In drier sections the
loss is not so great, but sometimes is very considerable. It is
probable that last year the disease continued to decay roots of
tobacco after the crop was:: gut
and so the ground became heavily
infested with the fungus.
Losses in 1952 can be reduced
to practically nothing, provided
no field is planted to tobacco next
year that had any black shank
whatever in it this year. In the
black shank areas every farmer
should plan, from now on, never
to grow more than one crop of
tobacco on a plot in a 4-or-5-year
rotation.
Adjoining counties to Caldwell
have the disease already and,
therefore, Cald well farmers
should start taking precautionary
measures to prevent too heavy
losses if and when the disease
gets a start here.
This m a y best be done by
growers discontinuing the practice
of putting tobacco on the same
field each year. Fertility on four
Or five areas should be built up
to grow tobacco and grow only
one crop on an area in four or
five years.
The disease is caused by a fungus that lives over in the soil.
IRRIGATING CORN
According to Earl Welch, Extension Agriculture Engineer, 13

C nsult the C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency, remember
write Insurance of nearly every description, including
sp:t.,:.:.,tlon and life. Fire, tornado, and windstorm on your
roperty, also Public liability and property damage on your
JI;rimt,,,cs Hail Insurance on growing crops. Educational
f.'r your children, which provides funds to send your
to college at the time they graduate from High

For Further Information, call 2441 — Princeton Office.

mumamodmumma
"Dairying on a small scale,
milking three to six cows, was
the most profitable enterprise
combination with tobacco.. For
such farms practically all feed
for the dairy stock except protein
supplement was produced on the
farm. Egg production from 200
to 500 hens, was next to dairy."
It is the opinion of the Experiment Station investigators, however, that successful operators of
small farms should try to add to
the size of their f a r ma. "This
would apply especially to relatively young, debt-free owners
of small farms containing less
than 30 acres of cropland," it is
stated. Where possible, the additional acreage should 'be adjacent
to the home farm.

Ky. Farm News

In Livingston county, plans are
underway to build about 500 acres
of abandoned mining 'land into
good pasture.
Growing tobacco and iiiilking
Willie Caudill and Emrnitt Mc- cows or raising chickens are
Clurg, of Rowan county, built about the best combination for
tobacco barns this summer, fol sm I farmers, according to a new
lowing the recommendations o hulfetin of the University of
"Providing water for the pasthe UK Agricultural Extension Kentucky Experiment St a t ion
tures when they need it should
called "Economics of the Small
Service.
be profitable", Mr. Oldham said.
"Last summer when there was By
Thurston Hurt, the first farmer Farm".
John S. Gardner, KentuckyI
plenty of rain, I measured the
The 'bulletin reports on small
College of Agriculture and I in Lawrence county to produce
growth of grass in my pasture i
fescue .seed for market, harvested farms in southcentral Kentucky.
Home Economics
fields. It grew 'between one and
All the farms studied had less
25 acres.
two inches per day", Mr. Oldham THE WINTER SLEEP
An experiment in tobacco irri- than 40 acres of cropland.
continued. "Supplying moisture
The fact they could do most of
Although the temperature at gation was done at Miljohn Farm
By Oliver C. Allcock
when fields begin to need it will the time this reaches print may in Robertson county, the water their own work was considered
(Soil Conservation Service)
increase the amount of pasture make what follows most ridicu- supply .being a three-acre lake.
an advantage held by the small
T. D. Humphreys, soil conser- for the livestock; it will increase
farmers. With the help of memlous reading, there is a winter
The
Hopkinsville
Chamber
of
vation engineer, Mayfield, Ken- the yields of seed and will help
coming, and with it the need for Commerce will sponsor a beef bers of their families, they grew
tucky, and I assisted W. P. Old- keep a thick cover of vegetation
The correct method of braising
making the garden's winter rest calf show and sale in connection tobacco, milked cows and raised
ham in making an irrigation sur- on the land to protect it f r
the more economical cuts of meat
comfortable and productive.
with the Pennyroyal Fair on Sept. poultry. Many of them exchanged
vey on his farm near Princeton erosion", he stated.
work in harvesting tobacco and is to brown the meat first on all
Always when the fertilizing of 28 and 29.
this week.
sides in a little fat in a heavy
The source of water is a creek
hay.
a garden is discussed, the first
For the tenth straight year, all
Mr. Oldham, chairman cot the that' runs through the farm.
Another advantage was the kettle. Next season with salt and
item is humus, as a loading of tuberculosis tests on cows in Monlocal board of soil conservation QUARTER ACRE POND
small investment in land and pepper and add a small amount
humus in the soil makes it able roe county have been negative.
district supervisors, is thinking
Miss Elizabeth Gray has con- to hold moisture, and in f a c t,
equipment. "Small farms furnish of liquid. Finally cover the sauceIn Garrard county, members of
of irrigating about 100 acres of structed a quarter acre pond on
opportunity for young families pan tightly and cook at a low
makes fertilizer "work". An ideal
improved pasture land,
her 300 acre farm in the Eddy way to furnish humus (and some 14 homemakers clubs made 353 with a relatively small amount of temperature until the meat is
baskets.
Creek community this week.
capital to get started as farm tender.
plant food) is to cover the garden
counties in Kentucky have used
Jefferson county homemakers owners without incurring an exCarman Pondexter who oper- with stable manure, but that is
portable pipe systems of irriganr e s and cessive debt burden," it is stated
ordered 900 stool f r a.
ates the farm says: "The pond not always easy,
stable manure
tion for irrigating corn, tobacco
plan to make woven tops.
will be a big help to us, as we having become scarce.
in the bulletin.
There
is
and forage crops this year.
have been having to haul water another way, well known
Approximately 30,000 people
to
POTASH FOR ALFALFA
for the livestock. I will sow the
attended the four-day third anApplying potash fertilizer to fill and flood spillway to the pond farmers, that of sowing a cover nual Union county fair.
alfalfa gave good results at the to a thick mixture of fescue, red crop. And, although the situation
Your
The best'quality beef cattle
of a garden is somewhat differGreenville sub-station last year, top and ladino clover."
ever shown in the western part
ent
from
that
of
a
field
that
can
Headquarters
according to a r epor t by Roy SEEKS FLOOD DATA
be harvested all at one time, of the state were seen at the
Flannery, field agent in the UniThe nivision of Flood Control
For
West Kentucky Fair at Paducah.
CALL 2210
versity of Kentucky department and Water Usage, department of there are garden opportunities for
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Apt
using
a
cover
crop,
following
some
Murphy
Whitehead
and
Jack
of agronomy. Flannery says, "It conservation, Frankfort, KentucComplete Immo ance Se-vie• .
Albright of Rockcastle county
has been recognized in recent ky, is seeking information from such plan as follows:
I
111 W. Market St.
Hopkinsyille Rd.
Phone 3226
Even as early as the beginning have finished their plan,s for a
years that a relatively high level landowners of the county and
Princeton, Hy.
of available potassium in the soil state about flood damage on their of August, many rows and patch- complete farm and home water
or heavy application of potash in farms for the period 1941 to 1950. es from which earlier vegetables supply.
In Grant county, 2,650 sheep
fertilizers or manure is necessary
This information will assist the have been harvested may be
for good yields and duration of agency in obtaining more assist- sown to grain (combined with were insured last y e a r, losses
stands of alfalfa."
ance on flood control and water vetch or crimson clover) or to from dogs being reduced considAlfalfa receiving an applica- usage for the people of Kentucky. either of these legumes by them- erably.
J. A. Vaughn, of Green countion of phosphate equivalent to Farmers may help in making this selves. Or, the sowings could be
REGULAR MEETING
1000 pounds of 20 per cent per information available by filling of late greens or table turnips, ty, is building a poultry house for
acre and 20 pounds of Borax but out a simple form at one of the which while not furnishing a 5,000 broilers, after conferring
no potash yielded 8,326 pounds of following offices: Production and very great amount of material with C. E. Harris, poultry field
field cured hay in three cuttings. Marketing Administration, Coun- for turning under, will have saved agent at the UK College of Agrisome of the garden's left-over culture and Home Economics.
8 O'Clock -- Lodge Room
Plots receiving the same ty Agent, Farmers Home Adminplant-food, and will have preamount of phosphate and Borax istration, Soil Conservation Servented soil-washing that takes NEW WHEAT VARIETY
All Brothers Plan To Attend
with potash equivalent to 600 vice, and Teachers of Vocational
Des Moines — (AP) — A new
place on even the gardens that
pounds per acre of 50 per cent Agriculture.
Hillery Barnett, Secy.
The County Agricultural Mo- appear to be perfectly level. variety of wheat, known as
potash yielded 11,973 pounds of
"Vigo" is being grown this year
Sowing time is to Oct. 1.
bilization
committee
will
forward
hay in three cuttings. This was
Sowing times of cover crop in- on two farms in this state. Farman increase of 1 14 tons of hay the information obtained here to
gredients
should be observed. For ers in the area are watching the
the
Department
of
Conservation
per acre.
example, as vetch seed needs new wheat with considerable inat Frankfort.
Land that is to be seeded to
generous moisture even to sprout, terest. The new variety, a red
INSPECTS PLANTINGS
alfalfa this fall should receive,
Keith Clapp, Division of Game and because it makes extremely fall wheat, was developed in Inin addition to sufficient amounts
and Fish, was in Caldwell county slow growth except in only the diana. It grows an exceptionally
of lime and phosphate, a liberal
recently to inspect plantings of mildest of winters, vetch should long head, many of which meaapplication of potash. Soils that
special species of lespedeza and not be sown much after the end sure more than six inches. Yield
test low or very low in potassium
multiflora rose for wildlife food of August. The same applies also records indicate the large head
should receive 100 to 150 pounds
and cover. The multiflora rose is to crimson clover. But wheat or will produce 10 to 20 bushels per
of potash per acre at seeding
barley may 'be sown up to the acre more than the standard varused also for fences.
time. Also top-dress these soils
"The key to more wildlife is first fall frost with quite some ieties.
WE OPERATE SANITARY TRUCKS WITH LEAKannually with 80 to 100 pounds of
to furnish the desired food and prospect of making growth worth As a result, he has all the grain
K20 just after any cutting. This
BEDS. PROMPT, COURTEOUS SERVICE
PROOF
cover on the farm", Mr. Clapp turning under, and Balbo rye's and forage that his livestock reis necessary to maintain a. good
sowing time extends almost to quire.
said.
stand as well as high yields.
We Also Pick Up Small Animals Free Of Charge
The Division of Game and Fish Thanksgiving Day.
All of the soil on the farm has
Nurseries furnish wildlife plants
been tested and lime, phosphate
to land owners. Farmers may get
and potash applied accordingly.
free planting stock by making
Mr. Grubbs gives his wife and
application to the conservation
family credit for playing a "big
officer or at the local soil conpart in establishing and building
servation district office.
this farm for the future. We all
PHONE 3698, PRINCETON, KY.
The importance of making a have a three-point program—to
A six-ounce can of boned turWe Pay All Phone Charges - - leave a better church, a, better
key chopped and mixed with two long-time plan in farming and
school and a better farm when
the
determination
to
carry
it
out,
or three tablespoons of cream
We Meet All Competition
our work is done."
cheese and sweet pickle relish to is seen in the case of A. A. Grubbs
of
the
Spring
Hill
Community
in
taste, makes a delicious sandwich
Hickman county. The story is
filling.
told 'by Warren Thompson, UK
county agent in that county.
When Mr. Grubbs bought his
farm of 221
/
2 acres in 1935, half
of it was second bottom land, the
rest in hill land. For the first two
years or so, his corn yielded
about 20 bushels to the acre, and
he had little pasture with lots of
gullies, weeds, bushes and lespedeza. In 1937 Mr. Grubbs started using lime, then phosphate
and manure. That same year he
decided to raise sheep, but he
could afford to buy only three
ewes. Every year he kept back
the twin ewe lambs, selling the
old ones as they became unpro2 GIANT Units Too I
ductive.
4 fast-hesting surface
Seeing a neighbor get 12 cents
units; makes it easy to
cook 'Thist meals" .;s
a pound for cattle when his own
quickly!
brought 9.cents, Mr. Grubbs determined he, too, would improve
G4**
his herd, so he sold all the old
COWS and bought better ones.
Today Mr. Grubbs has 16 cows,
35 ewes and eight to 10 brood
sows. He is producing twice as
much corn on 70 acres as he
used to get on 100 to 110 acres.
At least 100 acres are in permanent pasture, which includes Ladino, fescue, red clover, red top,
timothy, orchard grass, alfalfa,
blue grass, lespedeza and alsike.

County Farmer
Plans To Irrigate
His Pasture Land

THE GARDEN

H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.

I

Ferguson Tractors

for: Horses, Cows and Hogs

UGE CIRCUS
TO
ERING ITS MANY
TANCES WILL

Wm. M. YOUNG

•PPORTUNITY Of
CIRCUS EVER TO

Skirt, Weskit and shirt ,
dut are strictly feminine
in the new rounded Clle
of the weskit and smartly
fated skirt. Jeweled
buttons hold the
permanent tie of the
min shirt and serve
ar cuff links too.
List, Old Rose, Slate
Blue in sizes 9 to D.

Storage Space
Aplenty
storage areas
3
right in the range
you steps.

This is dry and dressed southern hardwood sheeting at
such an astonishing price. In fact it is only slightly more than you
have to pay for rough green lumber. We have four and six inch
widths that are center matched and eight, ten and twelve inch
widths that are shiplapped. Call your order in today before our
supply is exhausted.

BIG BanquetSize OVEN
Perfect for baking
and broiling! Two
fast-heating units!
Fully-inselsted!
Non-tilt racks!

Inspection and Estimate
We have contracts
with leading citizens of
Princeton.

ETON, KENTUCKY
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINC
Princeton Country Club
Birthday Celebration
Women Entertain Wives
r
Held At White Sulphu
Golfers
Friends arid relatives gathered Of Visiting
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black accessories.
Mrs
Tharp - Lee
The matron of hcMor,
Mrs. Erma Tharp, daughter of Mitchell Brown, cousin of the
length
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Finnegan, bride, also wore a street
accessories.
and Mr. David Lee, son of Mr. dress with matching
the
and Mrs. John Lee, Kuttawa, exMr. Mitchell Brown strved
changed nuptial vows Saturday, bridegroom as best man.
August 25, at the home of Mr.
Mr. Lee is employed at the
of
and Mrs. Lamon Pinnegar
Garage, art Kuttawa,
Standard
Kuttawa. The Rev. L. J. Knoth and the couple will be at home
officiated at the single ring at 315 North Seminary.
ceremony.
y
Those present for the ceremon
The bride wore a street length,
Lamon Pinnegar, MisMrs.
were
with
blue
two-piece dress of navy
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To be given for a limited time with
each purchase of a 13 cubic foot

COLDSPOT,FREEZE
Offer Begins
Sept. 10th and
lasts through
Sept. 15th, 1951

BALES OF GOOD HAY.
19 CASES* cAzik_EGGS
GLa.7
ATICKET OFFICE ..51

will be on display for the motoring
public at its showroom all day on
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The women of the Princeton
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Auther Faughn Sunday, Aug. 26, Golf and Country C 1 u b entervisiting
to celebrate the birthdays of tained the wives of the
Betty Jean Faughn and Marion golfers in the South Central Golf
Tournament Saturday afternoon,
Wayne Tosh.
Those attending were 2/MC September 1, with a tea from
Preston Morris, of the U. S. Navy, 6:00 to 7:00 o'clock.
A Farewell Reunion
Diego, Calif.; Mr. and Mrs.
San
Misses Dorothy Wood and JoHonors Billie Board
James George, Wanda, Larry and Anne Berry presided at the linen
Sunday, September 2, a fare- Ruby; Mr. and Mrs. Louis Cart- covered table which featured
well reunion was held at the wright, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Brown white gladiolas and peonies in a
Hayden Board,
silver urn. Antique silver and
home of Mr. and Mrs. Edward and Mary, Mrs.
Mr. and
Patricia,
d.
n
a
Michael
crystal also were used.
Board, Route 1, for their son,
Mrs. Luther Cartwright, Minnie
Sunday afternoon, September
Armed
the
enter
will
Billie, who
Mae, Ronnie and Donnie, MT. and 2, from 6:00 to 7:00 o'clock, a
Forces soon.
Mrs. James Riley, David and buffet dinner was given on the
Friends present who are already Carolyn, Mr. and Mrs. Owen lawn of the club. It was attended
in service were Pvt. Patrick Hill- Morris, Rev. and Mrs. Shir4ey by approximately 120 people.
•
yard, Pvt. Ova Lee Cruce, and DeBell and Michael.
The committee for the tea and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Burchett, dinner consisted of Mesdames C.
Pvt. Alvin Toah.
,
Burchett
Among the 141 persons attend- Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
H. Jaggers, chairman, J. L. WalJerald, Mrs. Edna ker, Ralph Randolph, Billy Mcing were Mr. and Mrs. Noah Bak- Ralph and
Bar -bar a, Junior, Elroy, Gordon Glenn, Hugh Cherer, Mr. and Mrs. Victor Hillyard, Cartwright,
Sidney, Mr. and
Junior and Linda, Mr. and Mrs. James Ivan and
ry, Sr., and Curtis Coleman.
l and Sherry
Carlton Childress, Glenda, Gary Mrs. Jim Campbel
Mrs. Albert Gray,
and Sue, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sons, Mr. and
Willard, Rev.
Vinson, Janice, Jerry and Hilda Billy, Louard and
Woodall.
Jane, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Har- and Mrs. Reed
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hall, Ronper, Jimmie, Linda and Patty,
and Donna, Evansville, Ind.,
nie
5 OLD HORSES /tit WILD
Sullivan,
L.
John
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Kenneth
Mr.
Cash,
Dorothy
Miss
and
Tosh
Orbie
ANIMAL FEED. alio- 140
Mr. and Mrs.
Johnson
Leta Gale, Mr. and Mrs. Linford Bright, Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry and
Harper, Mr. and Mrs . Boyd Toki., Marion Wayne,
Auther
Croce, Mr. and Mrs. Rene Mc- Terry, Mr. and Mrs.
BLISHELSei-LETTME.
Connell and Freddie, Mr. and Faughn, and Betty.
Afternoon visitors were Mr.
Mrs. Edge Cruce, Mr. and Mrs.
GAL. 4 MILK.
150
out
Joyce,
Ray Gordon Lane and Michael, Lacy Keel, Mildred, Janie,
BEFORE 9AM
INQUIRE
and
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Travis and David Glenn and Larry,
Pfc. Leand
Stone
Howard
Mrs.
CanH.
R.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Shirley,
gifts
ada and Mr. and Mrs. Herb Mc- roy Tosh. Those sending
were Mr. and Mrs. Roy Francis,
Dowell and Deryl.
and Mrs. Ernest Hunt and
Also attending were Mr. and Mr.
and Mr. and MTS. Percy
Mrs. A. P. Baker, Mr. and Mrs. family,
Gray.
Lee,
Nanda
and
Morse,
Stuart
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Sigler, Mr.
Lt. a n d Mrs. Bill Buchanan
and Mrs. D. W. Booker, Clarence were dinner guests last Thursday
and Rowena, Mr. and Mrs. Rus-• night at the home of Mr. and
sell Clift and Robert, Jerry and Mrs. Lonnie Davenport, S. SemJoe Russell, Mr. and MTS. Welzie inary street. Lt. Buchanan is the
Beavers and' Jerry, Mr. and Mrs. son of Mr. and Mrs. Jess BschanCharles Campbell, Mr. and Mrs. an of Eddyville. He left WednesFred Cruce and Mildred Alice, day for California where he is
'Rev. Herbert Lewis and Bobbie, expected to be shipped overseas.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Yandell and
Jackie, Mr. and Mrs. Taylor
Sherrills, Junior and Caroline, Mr.
and Mrs. George Sherrill, Mr. and
Mrs. Ivan Seitton, Mr. and Mrs.
James Canada, Mr. and Mrs. S.
D. Sutton, Mr. and Mrs. Eldon
Campbell, Mr. and Mrs. Lansford
Rice, Mr. and Mrs. Dual Sullivan
and Phyllis Kay, Mr. and Mrs. 1
J. P. Baker, Morris, Ronnie.
Brenda, Mr. and Mrs. Elvis Hillyard, Carolyn and Jerry, Mr. and
Mrs.-Earl Beckner, Dale and Patricia Ann, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Board, Robert and Barbara Jean,
Mrs. Harvey Page, Mrs. Hoy
Blackburn, Mrs. Homer Lane, MT.
Charlie French, Mr. Tom Travis,
Jewel Hayden Caraway, Mr.
George Harper, Mrs. Geneva McDowell, and Mrs. Onie Sigler.
Others were Randall Chambliss,
LeVon and Kenneth Hill, Roy
Gale Son, Marsh Clift, Magalene
Booker and Jerry, Floy and Charlie Cruce, Mrs. Anna Hillyard,
Mr. Luther Morse, Misses Mary
Louise, Thelma Mae, Lena Mae
Canada., and Charles Ray CanaCOTTON
da, Mrs. Florence Clift, Paul
Sigler and the honoree.

you to take another look at another
Chrysler first. The only stock car
with 180 h. p. engine that will give
2 miles per gallon of gas. You
/
211
owe it to yourself to see this wonderful engine.

, Come in today—see how you can save money every urn
you buy food. See America's laraest selling freezer —Coldspot

BRAND NEW FALL

BEAUTIFUL 80 SQUARE

CLOSE-OUT
"STARLIGHT"

DRESS PRINT

Brassieres

Training Pants

sea Anna Pinnegar, Sue Yates,
Jeannett• and Jeanie Tharp.

SIZES 2-4-6
6 PAIRS FOR

MERCHANDISE SAVE!! SAVE!!

NEW COLORS - - - NEW PATTERNS
Buy Several Dress Lengths At This Low Price

1.49 VALUE
FOR ONLY

31e Yd.

$1.00

77 Ea. 1

FAMOUS THE COUNTRY OVER FOR GREATER QUALITY AND BUYS
BOYS' AND GIRLS'

SALE OF PLAID

MEN'S DRESS

SCHOOL OXFORDS

GINGHAMS

SHIRTS

Only $2.98 Pr.

Colorful Plaids for Dresses, Skirts,
Blouses - - - 98c Value

79' Yd

MISSES ANKLETS
39c Value

15' Pair

The marvelous thing about. this new
low price is that it applies to our
regular stock—our lovely new Fall
colors (including some with
dark seams). 51 gauge, 15 denier
Iluawirse BIRDS, always an
excellent buy because they wear so
beautifully, are in greater
demand than ever With the
Increased volume their makers
can lower the price—good
news for you who always
call for America's most
called-for stockings.

98' Pr.
Some Lace Trim
ONLY

25' Pr.

BRIEFS & UNDERSHIRTS
A Real Buy

36't BROWN DOMESTIC
Heavy Weight — 32c Yd.

2 For $1.00
MEN'S WHITE

BEAUTIFUL FRENCH
CREPE — 79c Yd.

ItAYO N PAKIES
'

Only $1.98

w

DRUID BED SHEETS
72 x 99— $1.98

LADIES'
HUMMING BIRD 60. TOO I
A new low price on our
lovely 60 gauge, 15 denier,
formerly 1.65. now

1
Fine Quality White Broadclot,,

MEN'S KNIT

NYLON HOSE
"TRUE KNIT BRAND"
51 Gauge - 15 Denier
60 Gauge - 15 Denier
First Quality

I

TEE SHIRTS
Small, Medium, Large

-

LADIES' LACE TRIM
,
SUPS — $1.77

TALK -OF -THE -TOWN

44' Ea.

S A L E!!!!
2

POUND

COTTON BATS
LINTER COTTON

PILLOW CASES
TYPE 128

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
nual picnic Friday night on the and Mrs. George 'Milroy, Profeshere his work will continue. He
lawn of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. sor and Mrs. Guy Nichols, Mr.
's employed by the Crider BrothYoung. Those attending were M and Mrs. Cecil Brasher, Mrs.
vs of Mexico.
Church and Mrs. John F. Rice and son Grace Loyd, Mrs. John Abnett,
Rev. and,Mrs. Ray Wiggipton
..st Presbyterian
nd son, David, Mrs. Ina Butler
Society held their an- Dick, Mrs. J. M. McCormick, Mr Miss Imogene Wigginton, Miss
nd J. E. Hillyard spent Sunday
Dorothy Parr, Mrs. Jennie BrashC y
• 'n
er, Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Landes,
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young, Dennis Brusher, Bill Adams, and Mrs.
Myrtle Carter.
Mrs. Retta Hearod and daughter, Felma Ruth, who have spent
the summer at Wyanet, Ill., with
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Long, returned home last week and are
That ALICE LADD is at work again in
now in the home of her son, J.
T. Hearod, and Mrs. Hearod.
Mrs. Docie Freeman is ill at
her home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hearod
and daughter, Sett y, of Flint,
Mich., spent the weekend here
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Hearod.
site All My Old And New Friends Tq,Visit Me
Mr. and Mrs. B. E. Andrews, of
Nashville, visited with Mr. and
Who
Also
Is
Hawkins
Working
Thelma
,
Mrs. T. R. Akridge Sunday afternoon.
Me.
Mr. Bill Hearod underwent surgery on his leg at the Caldwell
County War Memorial hospital
in Princeton last week.
and
Mrs. James O'Daniel
daughter, Laurel, of Lyon county,
visited Mrs. T. R. Akridge Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Charles Young, Evansville, and Ted Crider, of Chicago,
visited their sister, Mrs. Veldin
Yandell, Mr. Yandell and Van
me nice four room dwelling. Modern conven- Sunday for a short time.Buckalew
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
,ces, 407 Dollar Street. $4,500.
and sons, of Hartford, and Mr.
Mrs. Laurence Roper was Miss Leslie Barber Lamb before
and Mrs. Lawrence Jennings,
Frankfort, visited Mrs. C. W. her marriage Friday, August 31, at the First Baptist Church,
Princeton. The marriage is announced by her aunts, Misses Rubye
Moore Sunday.
E. F. Ordway spent the week- and Johnny Guess, of Princeton.
end in Du Quoin, Ill., where he
turn to Canvp Polk with her hus- due to illness.
attended the Fair.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Stone
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Kunnecke, band to reside.
Florence Parr and Miss and daughter, Lynell, have reMrs.
Denson,
and
Brasher
Mr. Cecil
Parr attended a Walker turned to their home in Greennis, attended the Dade Park races Dorothy
picnic at Kuttawa ville, after being called here by
and
reunion
Labor Day.
the illness and death of his fathSunday.
Springs
Mrs. Myrtle Carter, Princeton,
son, er, Charley Stone.
and
Young
M.
W.
MTS.
spent the weekend with her
Young, were in MurMr. and Mrs. Wilford Baker atbrother, Professor Guy Nichols, Billy Sam
tended the Fair at Du Quoin,
ray Wednesday.
'ind Mrs. Nichols.
Mr. and Mrs. James Querter- a few days last week.
Miss Maggie Coleman, Padufamily, of Norfolk, Va.,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Moore
cah, spent the weekend with her mous and
his mother, Mrs. Jo- and daughter, of Evansville, spent
visiting
are
Mr.
and
Bright,
Leslie
Mrs.
sister,
cie Quortermous and family. Mr. the weekend with his parents,
Bright.
stationed there Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul West and Quertermous is
E. C. Harwood and Mr. and
daughter, Kay, all of Alton, Ill., with the U. S. Navy:
Mr. and Mrs. Seldon McElroy Mrs. Johnnie Walls, of Morganwere the holiday guests of her
Wayne, Alton, field, , were Sunday guests of
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Black- and son, Bruce
Ill., spent the weekend holiday Mrs.,T. L. Grubbs. They were acburn.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. comp:Allied home by Mrs. HarCpl. Keith Rogers, Camp Polk, with her
Moore.
Coy
wood and son, Charles Lewis, who
his
with
weekend
the
La., spent
Houston Vinson has been con- had spent the past week with
wife and parents, Mr. and Mrs.
his home the past week Mrs. Grubbs.
J. J. Rogers. Mrs. Rogers will re- fined to
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Kunnecke
and son, Mike, of Calvert City,
spent the holiday weekend with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Brasher.
Mr. and Mrs. Veldin Yandell
and son, Van, have returned home
froes Eagle Pass, Texas, where
they spent the past month. Mr.
Yandell was employed there and
1 expects to rettan there soon ,

onia News

with
ot
ZE
Begins
10th and
through
15th, 1951

Mr. and Mrs. Chester Ray and
Rev. and Mrs. C. W. Dilworth
and Mrs. lial Hazelitt, of Lan- son, all of Memphis, Tenn., were
caster, Ky., returned home - Tues- the weekend guests of Mr. and
day of last week after a visit
Mrs. Charlie Wilson.
here with Mrs. Florence Parr,
Miss Dorothy parr and other
i's.

SKYWAY

Drive-In Theatre

p•

FIRST SHOW BEGINS 7:15 P. M.
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SPECIAL
' VALUE
GOWNS

1800

FOR EARLY FALL
Lovely new shades, OatThey're
taring styles.
run-resistant rayons that
so
launder in a jiffy .
comfortable. Lilac-rose,
Pen -winkle blue, aqua,
or maize. Run-resistant.
32 to 40.

44‘41444,

;et

gabardine.

I.M.MO•g•

NOW ONLY

Friday & Saturday, Sept. 7-8

Just see some of the rich
colors; colors tinged with
the crisp look of Fall.
Best of all you pay a low
77c yd. for fine rayon

Y

SPECIAL PURCHASE! MEN'S

BLUE CHAMBRAY SHIRTS

CARTOON

Sunday & Monday, Sept. 9-10

NAMELESS,SHAMELESS WOMAN!
istOt°
-11111)
13
E6110Tm1Ri,YNAN .
81M
im:
OR
Ro,O
-:
Y;:,,f
A.
E tiDi:1:PIW
NA4N
1;IIcE
iiRliiAtO
LT

‘liktisktt-r4t4DIttIt
lie smartest way

4.— _

the smartestl
to look this Fall.

CARTOON & COMEDY

Tues., Wed.,& Thurs., Sept. 11, 12,13

Don's soft
maker suit-with
-season lines —
cutaway jacket,
tasy,beautilully-cutskirt. Is
sheer rayon accented with

rhf $CREENr MOST
aplOsy

w
---'
-t••;
---Yeiow'

Krre44,
zcor/

.
, •
iiir' ---- —
,
. feeTAYLOR.TURNER.HEFL1N
•

ROBERT

LANA

VAN

Johnny Easer

. Black, brown,navy.
l2 1o40 and 12Ya tn 2054i

CARTOON & NEWS

Friday & Saturday, Sept. 14-15

STRINEWRICITI
ROD

2nd largest herd of

GRANVILLE •
CAMERON •
t ‘RTOON & COMEDY
BONITA

DON

CASTLE

SUPER -SIZE OVEN
Controlled by Thermostat
NEW 1951 PHILCO 411. Value
sensation in features and quality!
Huge 5530 cu. in. ovsin, controlled by Thermostat. Porcelain
Broder Pan. Four Super-Speed
Surface Units with 5-Heat
Switches. Appliance Outlet. Porcelain on all exterior surfaces!

ACETATE RAYON
CREPE
(42" WIDE)

44c yd.
Perfect for blouses, slips,
lingerie. Come choose
from white, and pretty
pastels. You'll like the
way it launders! Hurry
in, buy many yards!

Special! Soft comfortable
felts in wine and blue.
# real treat for her feet!
Cushiony platforms, soft
soles, healthy Sanitized
linings. 4-9.

You get a fountain pen,
mechanical pencil and a
ball pen for just 77c.'
Perfect for back - to school; each set is attractively gift wrapped.

GET THE PENNEY BUY ING HABIT AND SAVE

OUR STORE WILL BE OPEN ALL DAY THURSDAY

, wPEDRINCETON
night
and
afternoon
., SEPT. 19TH
Circus,
Bros.
-Miller
Kelly
G.
Al
with
coming
America
in
elephants
performing

Thursda , Se tember6,
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At The Churches
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
Services:
Church School at 9:45 a. m.
Worship Service at 11:00 a. m.
CYF meets at 6:00 p. m. each
Sunday.
Evening Worship at 7:30.
Choir Rehearsal each Wedness
day at 7:00 p.
CENTRAL PAESBYTERIAN
Rev. Floyd Loperfido, pastor
SUNDAY
9:45 am. Sunday School
10:45 a.m. Morning Service
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
WEDNESDAY
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service
8:15 pen. Choir Practice
OGDEN METHODIST
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
6 o'clock
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
Wednesday Evening Servise,
o'clock
FIRST BAPTIST
H. G. M. Hatter, Pastor
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
10:50 a. m Morning Service
6:15 p.m. Training Union
7:30 p. m. Evening Worship
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
7:30 p. in.
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
PRINCETON
CHURCH (Jr THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION, EARLINGTON
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays,
Mass at 10:00 o'clock.
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.

News From The Past
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and smottiona of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters. shortie after the turn of the century, wrete them.
Jan. 15, 1929. Mr. and Mrs. foulest boy was awarded to HewRumsey Taylor and son, Rumsey, lett Morgan; the best all around
have returned from a 1300 mile athlete honor was copped by Wiltrip through East Kentucky and lard Moore, while Miss Ruth
Tennessee. They attended several Graham was awarded the honors
Kiwanis meetings and also did a for versatility.
• •
little broadcasting over the radio
on their trip.
Feb. 5, 1929. The Farm and
• • •
Home Convention which met at
Jan. 15, 1929. Charles White Lexington, from Jan. 28 to Feb.
sustained a right painful injury 1st, was pleasant and profitable
this morning at the home of his in every phase the word implies.
parents on Hopkinsville street in The following delegation of Calda fall on the front porclh steps, well countians were present:
County Agent J. T. Graham, L. E.
because of the icy condition.
• •.
O'Hara, Duke Pettit, Jr., Lowery
Jan. 15, 1929. H. C. P'Pool has Caldwell, and S. J. Lowry, Supt.
moved here f rom Hopkinsville West Ky., Sub. Agricultural Staand is now residing at 405 North tion.
Harrison street.
• • •
• • •
Feb. 5, 1929. Mrs. R. S. Mason,
Jan. 15, 1929. Marshall Ethridge Jr., and pretty little daughter,
and Barney Riley spent last week Dottie Jane, of Mineral Mound,
in Detroit one business and a spent the weekend here very
good trip was enjoyed.
pleasantly with Mr. and Mrs. E.
L. McLin on Washington street.
• • •
Jan. 18, 1929. Gov. J. E. Osborne, of Rawlings, Wyoming,
who has been here on a visit
with his family at the R. D. Garrett home, since the middle of
December left this morning for
his home state, Vermont.
• • •
Jan. 22, 1929. George F. Catlett
was chosen football captain for
the '29 season at the Grid Banquet Friday night.
• • •

Jan. 22, 1929. At the last meeting of the Welfare Association it
was decided to change the name
to Community Chest. The following cdficers were elected, Dique
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOS- Eldred, president; G. K. UnderPITAL CHAPEL
wood, secretary and treasurer; E.
First, third and fifth Sundays, V. Howton and Mrs. Claude Akin,
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
executive committee.
• • •
Second and fottrth Sundays,
Jan. 22, 1929. A representative
Mass at 8 o'clock.
group of Caldwell county sheep
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
Rev. William Borntraeger is growers met Saturday, Jan. 19,
pastor and the Rev. Richard and formed an organization that
will be known as the Caldwell
lements is assistant pastor.
County Protective Sheep GrowFAIRVIEW BAPTIST
ers' Association, naming M. U.
(Roy Francis, Jr., pastor)
Lamb, president, Charles Wilson,
Sunday School every Sunday Jr.; vice
president, end Wilson
afternoon at 2:30.
Glenn, Secretary and treasurer.
Preaching every second and
• • •
fourth Sunday afternoons at
Jan. 25, 1929. Judge George
2:30.
Harrelson left Sunday morning
Prayer meettng every Satur- on a
business trip of several days
day at 7:30 p. m.
in New York City.
• • •
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
Jan. 25, 1929. In preparation
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett, pastor
Radio Service, Sunday at 7:30 for the '29 Annual the students,
selected from their number the
a. M.
most beautiful young lady, Miss
Sunday School-9:45 a. m.
Margaret McKinney, the beautiMorning Worship 11 a. m.
Training Union-8 p. m.
a. in. and 7:30 p. m.
Evening Worship-7 p. m.
Training Union 6:30 p. m.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 fe m
p. m.
FR-EDONIA CUMBERLAND
PEN'TICOSTAL HOLINESS
PRESBYTERIAN
Rev. W. E. Cunningham, pastor
Rev. Ray Wigginton, Pastor
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Sunday School 9:45 a. m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Youth Fellowship, 6:15 p. m.
Young People's Service 8:00
Preaching each first and third
p.m.
Sunday, 11:00 a. in.
Evangelistic Service 7 p. m.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m.
Wednesday evening
prayer
FREDONIA FIRST
service 7:00 p.m.
PRESBYTERIAN
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Ralph McConnell, pastor
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m.
Preaching services every second and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m. CHURCH OF CHRIST
202 West Locust Street
and 7:30 p. m.
Lige Cook, Minister
Prayer meeting every ThursBible study Sunday, 10:00 a.m.
day night at 7 p. m.
Preaching and communion each
Sunday school every Sunday
Sunday, 11:00 a. in.
morning at 10 a. m.
Evening service 7:00 p. m.
Training Union 6:30 p. m.
Bible study Wed. 7:00 p. m.
CUMBERLAND
MIDWAY
BAPTIST
PRESBYTERIAN
Rev. 0. G. Priddy, Pastor
Rev. Earl Phelps, Pastor
Services every Sunday
Sunday School, 9:45 a. m.
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
Preaching 11:00 a. m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. m.
Training Union 6:00 p. m.
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. m.
Evening service 7:00 p. m.
Prayer meeting every Wednesday at 7:45 p. m., followed by EDDY CREEK BAPTIST
choir rehearsal.
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH Preaching each first and third
Sunday, 11:00 a.m. and 7:15 p.m.
IRev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
Sunday School every Sunday
Services every second Saturday
night, at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday 10-00 a. m.
Prayer meeting each Wednesat 11 a. in.
Sunday School at 10 a.m. and day preceding first and third Sunservices on fourth Sanday at II BLUE SPRING BAPTIST
a. in. and 7:30 p. m.
Rev. Wade Cunningham, Pastor
Services every Sunday, 11:00
DONALDSON BAPTIST
a. m. and 7:00 p. in.
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Sunday School every Sunday at
Sunday School, 10 a. m.
10:00 a. m.
Morning Worship, 11 a. in.
Prayer service, Wednesday,
Evening Worship, 7:45 p. m.
7:00 p. in.
(Second-Fourth Sundays)
Services each Saturday before
Prayer meeting, Wed., 7:45 p.m.
second Sunday, 2:30 p. in.
FREDONIA PENTECOSTAL
CRESWELL BAPTIST
Rev. Opal Miller, pastor
Rev. Herbert Lewis, Pastor
Sunday School 10 a.m.
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
WHITE SULPHUR
Preaching every Sunday, 11:00
Rev. Shirley DeBell, Minister
a. m.
Sunday School-10:00 a. m.
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:16
Morning Service-11:00 a. m.
p. m.
Training Union-6:60 p. m.
GENERAL BAPTIST
Evening Service-7:30 p. nt.
Rev. Carroll Yarbrough, Pester
Hour of Payer—Wednesday—
Sunday School every Sunday,
:00 n m.
9:45 a. m.
Attend the church where you
Worship Service every Sunday,
Will receive a cordial weloome.
11:00 a. m. and 7: p. m.
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:30
SHCOND BAPTIST
p. m.
Nev. It D. Knight, pastor
Sunday School 9:41 a. in.
MT. owner GENERAL
Morning worship 11 a. m.
BAPTIST
Training Union I p. an.
Rev. Claud Throlkeld, Pastor
Evening worship 7 p. m.
Regular sertuces every second
Wtedneedey serviee 7 p. at.
Sunday
Sunday School 10100 a. ac, exFREDONIA DAPTIMIC
cept second Sunday
Rev. W. B. Wails, Paster
Sunday Selma/ at 1:00 „p a.
Suaday Sehoil 9:45 a. a.
second Sudsy.

Services 'veer Sunday, 1101
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Prescriptions A
Specialty
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
Dial 3211
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TB Is Chief Cause
Of Death Among
World's Children

By Dr. W. L. Cash
(County Health Officer)
According to reliable statistics,
tuberculosis last year in the United States, was responsible for the
death of some 34,000 people, more
fatalities than were caused by
all other infectious diseases combined.
Pulmonary tuberculosis, cause
of 92 per cent of TB deaths, is
passed directly from person to
person. In the United States
about 500,000 people have TB in
active (contagious) form; approximately 250,000 are segregated
and undergoing treatment. The
disease is spread by the remaining 250,000, the unidentified—and
most often unwitting—victims of
the tubercle bacillus.
•
Thus, control of the disease depends upon getting the co-operation of everyone. In theory, if all
would submit to a simple yearly
chest X-ray, the easiest method of
diagnosing TB even in its early
stages, the disease would be soon
controlled and eventually eradicated. For almost half a century
the National Tuberculosis Association has been Working to get
this kind of co-operation.
Since the modern campaign
against TB began in 1904, the
death rate from the disease has
been lowered 85 per cent, that
is, from 194 per 100,000 population to 22.2. This reduction is the
result of several factors, including improved living standards
and better methods of case-finding and treatment. Not the least
of the factors has been the educational campaign conducted by
the Association. The annual sale
of Christmas Seals, beginning this
year on November 19, helps support this organization and its affiliated voluntary associations
throughout the country.
Tuberculosis is the chief cause
of death among the world's children. In the United States, it
annually kills 1,600 children under 15 years of age, and is first
among diseases as a cause of
death in the age group from 15
to 35. Annually it kills about
24,000 of 45 years or older, and
nearly 8,000 persons of 65 years
of age and over. In the United
States the disease attacks about
100,000 persons yearly.
There is no specific cure for tuberculosis. The drug, streptomycin, is often useful in its treatment; surgery may also be employed. There is no perfect vaccine for the prevention of the
disease; the best known, which
at best gives limited protection,
is the controversial BCG (Bacillus
of Calmette and Guerin). The
successful treatment of tuberculosis is based on rest—aided by
early diagnosis. In the treatment
of the disease follow the advice
of your physician.

....••••••••••

This is the hayi
of Justice. It reprom
those people who hart
strayed from the path of tnab
and good living.
Honest men and righteous men
have chosen another hand; oat
which is not pictured here. They
never need the reproof of Justice, for they
have chosen the Hand of God.
Each man is free to decide which has
will lead him. Some never see the Handl
God, and their way through life is barren
and pointless.
But with the help of the Church, you 21
find the right path. By attending its serv•
ices and joining in its work, your way
through life can be made straight and hap.
py. Take the Hand of God, and you need
never fear stern Justice.
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ATTEND CHURCH SUNDAY
This Series of Ads is Being Published Each Week in The Princeton Leader As A Public
Service By The Following Business Establishments:
McConnell Electric Co.
nes W. MARKET DIAL 2091

Mitchell Bros. Plumbing
& Heating Company
Princeton, Ky.

Federated

Wadlington Service Sta.
STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS
Princeton, Ky.
Dial 2301

B. N. Lusby
DIAL 3141

Kentucky Utilities Co.
PRINCETON, KV.
Princeton Tire &
Recapping Co.

Store

PRINCETON, KT.

132 E. MAIN

Pruett Brothers
Groceries and Meats
130 E. MAIN
DIAL 3044

Citizens Ice Company
PHILCO APPLIANCES
Phone 2707

Cedar Bluff Stone Co., Inc.

Princeton,

Ky.

Complete Tire Senice
Guaranteed Recapping and
Vulcanizing
HARRISOS
PHONE 2819 211 N.

PRINCETON. KY.

Gardner White
PRINCETON, KY.

Steger Lumber Company
"From a splinter
a carload"
PHONE 2061 2062

Hobby's Garage
P. 0. Box 231
Phone 2558
PRINCETON, KY.

Rowland Motor Co.
Wry-Plymouth-Sales-Service
Washington & Jefferson
DIAL 3075

.'evens Chevrolet CO
SALES A SERVICE
Dial 3505

Shorn Electric Company
113 litarket

Dial 3053

Johr, M. Wisdom Stave Mill
DIAL 3534

PRINCETON, KY.

Bodenhamer Cleaners
204 E. MAIN
DIAL 3711
Burgess Drive-Inn
Hollowell's
MAIN

114 F..

Furniture
DIAL 3070

Coleman & Son
Welding
General Blacksmithing A
K.
Princeton.
Washington
Le!

Washington Street
PHONE 9128 PRINCETON, KY.

Princeton Hotel &
Coffee Shoppe
rium'EToN, KY
Beltone Hearing Service
0. A. Roland, Distributor

Mate
Hearing Aid - Batteries all
KY
Paducah,
319 Kentucky Ave..
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the responsibility of rearing families should not be • called upon
nor volunteer If there are likely
to be children of elementary mut
preschool age at home "who May
be deprived of the natural securMarke)
ity of mother's care in the home."
..d Taylor
for defense It is altogether likely that many
• ..duction
high. Mrs Anna If. such little ones are neglected, un-,dent of the National happy children because their
,• parents and Teach- mothers are away at work • in a
warning to plant or factory, she says.
•••r note of
le working of eonMrs. Hayes has known of many
s-ark in the national instant-es when infants are left
she:
to care for infants! Obviously they
thousands are not old enough to accept re. hearing of
doing their patriotic sponsibility, nor should they be
and factories. expected to do so," she says.
Lae plants
"We hope," continues Mrs.
question the right or
sayisability of women Hayes, "that mothers who cannot
essential de- provide satisfactorily for the
•.• produce
trials, but we in the care of their children will find
r e homebound ways of serving their
her movement a
that threat- country. We hope that mothers of
se situation
1.being of the children young children will not surrender
the care of their children unless
"men should be re- circumstances make it necessary
,•,.st, declares Mrs. Hayes. for them to provide for ,the family maintenance."
.a risen who still have

jog Mothers
ailing Note

How To Get Positive Quick Relief
From Stomach Trouble With The NEW
HARVEY STOMACH TREATMENT
J; is glade up of four diff:Yrent medicines. One of the
-,agredients is belladonna.
we guarantee this wonderful medicine to relieve ulcer
- lad that acid, gassy, belchy, nervous and lack of pep
.Compare its price with other stomach preparations.
e,ny testimunials come into our office telling of the
rel!ef that users have obtained. They have also
Harvey Tablets have relieved Gall Bladder Trouble.
1:eatment today. Sold only at—

WOOD DRUG STORE
Princeton, Ky.

for only $99.95
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RUBBER FOR SUBS
Akron, 0. — (AP) — Ten per
cent of the total weight of a
United States Navy submarine is
rubber. Perhaps the largest
amount is used in the vessel's 252
hard rubber storage batteries, a
rubber company (B. F. Goodrich)
estimates. The bulkheads and
decks of each of the two battery
rooms which house the huge cells
are completely covered with rubber for protection against acids.

Rice Diet Treatment
Is Good For Diabetics.

Durham, N. C. — (AP) — Dr.
Walter Kempner of Duke University, founder of the famed rice
diet treatment for high blood
pressure, told physicians here
that the diet also helps sufferers
who have diabetes.
Dr. Kempner said he studied 50
patients who had diabetes in combination with hypertension and
kidney disease and found that:
"The rice diet is not only well
tolerated by these patients, but
in a significant number of patients it lowers the blood sugar
level and the insulin requirements." The Duke doctor addressed physicians here, under the
auspices of the American Hospital.
Dr. Kempner began treating
high blood pressure with the rice
diet 10 years aga. Last Spring he
reported that more than 1,200 of
1,800 patients have received
"marked benefit",
WHERE FUTURE JOURNALISTS ARE TRAINED—This Is the University of Kentucky's new Journalism-Publications Building which has Just been completed. Constructed at • cost of $411,000, the modern
THE MYSTERY BULLET
structure will be paid for from accurnulated and future profits of the student newspaper. In addition
to the School of Journalism, the building houses tht, Kentucky Kernel printing plant, offices of student
New York — (AP) —A policestates
118
from
Representatives
publications, and the central office of the Kentucky Press Association.
man's widow, complaining of
the
and
12-11I,
Oct.
kers
Association
Managers
Newspaper
and Canada will attend a meeting of the
headaches, was sent to Shore
building will be formally dedicated on Nov. 2 as a Homecoming activity
Road Hospital in Brooklyn by
Later
west.
to
east
basis,
way
When mothers must work away
her doctor for X-rays. The picregular transmissions from the tures revealed a bullet lodged
from home, suggests Mrs. Hayes,
adequately supervised child care
west coast, which of course means under her left cheekbone.
centers should be located in areas
There were no scars on her
Hollywood originations, will be
reasonably convenient for receivface, but she had lost her right
added. However, in opening the
ing the children. "We urge that
eye in an operation following an
New York — Network tele- circuit ahead of the original date injury she said was caused by a
financial responsibility for such
centers be Shared by industry, the vision, now expanding coast to of September 30, temporary ar- fall in her home.
community and the federal gov- coast, will embrace all but 11 rangements were made to pick up
The fall occurred recently, but
cities. the Japanese treaty conference at
ernment, and that they be ope- of the country's 85 TV
the bullet apparently had been
olommunitles
network
these
In
Francisco.
San
rated according to acceptable
under her cheekbone for several
staBesides San Francisco, Los An- months. If the bullet did not enstandards for child care," she are 94 of the 107 operating
Lake
Salt
and
tions.
geles-Hollywood
says.
ter under the eye, the doctors do
The extended service is made City, it is possible for San Diego, not know how it got there.
"Our experience in World War
Calif., to hook on through a diII revealed that it is extremely possible through a new microrect pickup from Los Angeles. one station each are up for addidifficult to provide proper care wave radio relay link between
which These cities have 13 stations, di- tion later in 1952. The next year
for children whose mothers must Omaha and San Francisco
vided San Francisco three, Los it is expected service will be
work the 'swing' shift. In such in turn contacts an established
Ange- Angeles seven, Salt Lake City available to Oklahoma and Texcases great numbers of little chil- micro-wave circuit to Los
as, where Oklahoma City, Tulsa,
cir- two and San Diego one.
dren were released from school les and Hollywood. The new
The 11 TV cities having a total Ft. Worth and Houston have one
of the
without provision for their even- cuit is part of the system
Tele- of 13 stations, which will not be station each and Dallas and San
ing me,e1 and without supervision American Telephone and
is a part of the network until con- Antonio have two stations each.
which
hookup
Co's.,
graph
through the evening hours. The
No dates have been set for the
siderably later, are in the far
well
as
cable
coxial
of
up
made
'door key' children suffered a
south, the southwest and 'he Pa- tieing in of Albuquerque, N. M.,
the
Besides
units.
micro-wave
as
handicap we cannot afford to rePhoenix, Ariz., a n d Seattle,
many sec- cific northwest.
peat. It seems reasonable to peti- far west, it embraces
Miami and New Orleans with Wash., each with one station.
east,
the
west,
middle
the
of
tions
tion that young mothers skilled
and parts
enough for important jobs be giv- the Atlantic seaboard
I en priority in the matter of work- of the south.
While not all network cities
ing hours."
or the other
Employers should be coopera- are directly on one
are available
tive enough, says Mrs. Hayes, to circuit, programs
through private relays.
plan to use such young mothers to them
consist either of special
only after they have had an op- These
circuits or of direct
portunity to see their children off micro-wave
retransmission of proto school, properly clothed and pickup and
station fairly close
fed, and should release them from grams from a
Phone 3187
Market St.
work in time to be home to re- by.
Store
Paint
under
been
has
McGough's
to
link
new
Next
The
ceive their children after school
construction since 1948. Besides
hours.
it is designed to carry
television
declares
this,
do
If we don't
$4.50 up
and other communicatelephone
Mrs. Hayes, we are helping to
the telefact
In
services.
tions
bring up a whole generation that
$1.00
Hair Sets
part was put under way
could easily tend toward delin- phone
ahead of TV. This
quency. And "if we allow a gen- in mid-August,
link is made up of 55 relay staSPECIALS EXTENDED THRU
eration of children to grow
tions, many of which utilize the
through their most sensitive, formounRocky
the
of
peaks
high
SEPTEMBER
mative years without the securitains over which the circuit pasty of care in their own home, we
Denver,
through
ses in going
$10.00 Permanents and
are failing in the defense of our
without a TV station as yet, and
country."
Cold Waves . . $8.00
through Salt Lake City.
Actudly, from New York to
A 3'2-quart capacity size food
$8.50 Permanents a n d
!Ill does a 'quick job of mashing San Francisco a total of 107 re• straining large quantities of lay towers are required. In addiCold Waves . . $6.50
..its or vegetables for canning tion to the micro-wave relay from
coxial
a
New York, there also is
freezing.
cable circuit to Chicago. For
If you have a magnesium grill
coast to coast TV operation it is
aiernber to preheat it for only
planned to use only the microa or three minutes over a low
wave pathway to insure full
flame or electric burner. The
range signals.
at will travel quickly over the
At the start of TV service, the
'hire cooking surface of the
circuit is to operate on a oneAdle.

church and state should be
religious values are not to be
en the state. Every official takes
convictions into office with him.
him to sobriety, honesty, morality.
goad. If nut, then God pity the
• tiuths appeared to tile persecut•ps ef the 17th century
..• : Williams secured a royal charter for
,1 projects which stipulated that no one
• . any differences in opinion in matters_
Taos. the spirit of this Baptist preacher,
Y the Bible, became embodied into ConLater it was incorporated into our na-n. It has grown and expanded until it
The spirit of this
I h of Christendom.
• to.lay, even where laws still techhad left England under pressure he
n religious freedom were regarded as
World
Could the wineskin of the New
it new wine of absolute religious freeii reading the Bible be trusted to make
.it they have an ecclesiastical author:I.:::
- :it they could read, what they could see,
11, ,mlit worship? The answer is quickly
1,:ra•oing the influence of .absolute religious
civilize' lhe American and Anglo-Saxon
total absence of it in Latin and Asiatic
decision
liberty calls for choice and
,tianity on the part of free responsible
co-extenchurch and the state are not
as
,•,,, d by state churches everywhere and
;re enrolling of infants on church rolls.
WRITE

APTIST STATE BOARD OF MISSIONS
121 East Broadway, Louisville, Kentucky
free Baptist tracts
---Sponsored by Caldvielf -AssocRittrrn
of Missionary Baptists

A graham cracker crust makes
a quick and delicious base for a
lemon pie. For the filling use a
packaged mix if you like.

Plus These Swell Shorts!
COLOR CARTOON — "TICK TOCK TUCKERED"
EDGAR KENNEDY in "SUNK BY THE CENSUS"
PICTORIAL NEWS OF THE WORLD

ALLA N "Itocky"
LANE
— in —

"MISSING
WOMEN"
— with —
Penny Edwards
James Millican

Plus! Chapter Two
"DON DAREDEVIL RIDES AGAIN"
CARTOON COMEDY

Glorious as the
Great Guy It
Glorifies!

RICAPI
"ALIMME
Apr ar itorr•mmismi
"°•"^g BURT LANCASTER

COULD THIS HAPPEN HERE?
.1 to true Americanism and the eternal
it is founded.
• mury there came to the colony of
young "apostle of religious liberty."
W:lliams. His scripturally derived
Avance of his age. • He taught.
only.
• te is sovereign in civil matters
.irch alone is sovereign in the spiritiii spheres.
• iitution or individual has the right
,•antrul the conscience of any

Rubber also can be found in
the gaskets that make hatch covers and compartment doors watertight, in flood and vent valves
on ballast and trim tanks, in
shock mountings for heavy machinery and other equipment, and
in electric cables, wafter and oil
hose.

Charles Bickford • Steve Cochran • Phyllis Thaxter
Added Treats!
PARAMOUNT NEWS
—
CARTOON COMEDY

STORY OF
A DESPERATE
MAN,..
and the
shady lady
who
befriended

You Can Still Get
Those Good Ru-Co-Blox

John

Due to the Demand We Don't

Nancy

Lewis

Jean

HODIAK • DAVIS • STONE • HAGEN
Added Enjoyment!
LEON ERROI. COMEDY

Have Too Many But They Are

TRAVEL IN COLOR

Now Available.
WITH

Gorgeous

GAY DAWN
MARY ANDES4, SYLVIA
AMERICA'S FUNNIEST
1
11*
COMEDIANS
'
the World's most

BEAUTIFUL
4'. GIRLS 4,

I

.,

11'
4)4
I
sr SOCK° ADULT ENTERTAINME.'VT

EDMUND O'BRIEN
forrect lads • Poll; Beget
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White Sulphur News

Preston Morris is spending a
furlough with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Owen Morris.

Card Of Appreciation

Classified Ads

We wish to thank our neighbors and friends for the many WHEN YOU NEED halt tonic
or
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie George vis- acts of kindness shown us during
shampoo for home use try
at Sunday School Sunday, and 71 ited Mr. and Mrs. Auther Faughn
bereavement
in t h e
our recent
Sharp's Barber Shop. We need
at Training Union.
Sunday afternoon.
death of our mother, Mrs. Mattie
your head in our business
L. Wright. May the Lord ever
48-tie
bless and keep each of you, especially in dark hours such as WATCH MAKING: All mattes and FOR SALE, Vetch seed, $18.00
these.
per hundred. See Vernell Hunmodels; clocks, jewelry repairThe family
ter, Route 2, Princeton, phone
ed. All work guaranteed. Chas.
10-1tp
3088.
"Pete" Russell, certified watchMisses Betty Faughn and Barmaker.
203
N.
St.
Harrison
bara Cartwright spent Saturday
N yours in good condition? We have just received a supply
FOR SALE: Used washing ma33-tic
of Shuttles, Bobbins, Bands, oil and other supplies for all
night with Miss Minnie Mae Cartchine in excellent condition.
machines. A new shuttle will make the old machine sew like
Inquire at 505 Maple street
wright.
FOR
SALE:
At
Leader
office,
10-Hp
new. If your machine needs adjusting bring the head to our
Princeton.
Preston Morris, Mr. and Mrs.
Remington Rand Duplicator
office. An expert mechanic is here about once a week to do
James George and family, Mr.
ink, stencil, correction fluid, FOR RENT: 4 room house. Pasyour repairing.
and Mrs. Robert Hall and family
typewriter ribbon, carbon papture" for 1 cow, good garden.
SEWING MACHINE AGENCY—Over Penney's—Tel. 2375
of Evansville, Ind., and Mrs. Edna
er, also Remington Rand typeLocated 21
/
2 miles from court, Cartwright and family spent Sunwriters and adding machine.
house on Dawson Road. Place
day with Mr. and Mrs. Owen
for chickens, lot for meat hogs.
Morris.
10-1tp
FOR SALE: Seat covers for old
Alone 2893.
Rev. and Mrs. Shirley DeBell
and some late model cars, reand Michael spent Sunday with
duced from $15.95 to $12.95, in- Miss Martha George
Mrs. Nannie Cash and Dorothy.
stalled. Trucks reduced from
The Phebean Class met at the
$9.95 to $7.95, installed, while Given Birthday Party
home of Miss Dorothy Cash Tuespresent stock lasts. Strong's
Miss Martha Ann George celeday night, with 8 members answTexaco Station, Main & Plum, brated her thirteenth birthday
ering roll call with Bible verses.
Phone 3111.
33-ctf anniversary with a lawn partY
Terry and Jerry Tosh spent
given by her aunt, Mrs. Randolph
1 Sunday with their grandparents, LOOK: It is self service and
free Brown, September 1, at her home
Mr. and Mrs. Auther Faughn.
parking at The Ideal Food Mar- on West Main street.
ket.
45-tic
The hostess, assisted by MisMr. and Mrs. M. D. Picklesimer
ses Marilu and Norma Kay
and son, John, of Pikeville, have FOR SALE: New 4 room
house George, served a dessert course
been guests of her parents, Mr.
with bathroom, no fixtures. 21 to Misses Shirley Sweeney, Sue
and Mrs. N. C. McCarty, Route 6.
acres and stable. Near Lewis- Cravens, Peggy Barnes, Brenda
town school on mail route. Dial Filer, Janice Childress, Margaret
3042 or see after 5 p. m. E. L. Vinson, Melanie Rowland, Poppy
Davis (owner)
9-2tp Pickering, Betty Morgan, Ann
Morgan, Jackie Hunsaker, Diane
FOR SALE: Porter paints for the
Palmer, Phyllis Stevens, Jean
inside or outside of your house
Adams, Bobby Coleman, Vivian
or barn or other outbuildings.
C. Moore, Kay Crider, Margaret
See Hodge Motor Sales & 'met.
Moore, Ann Kirkman and the
Co., phone 2093, W. Main street.
honoree.
45-tic
\You con lake care
SAVE
THE
IDEAL
WAY:
Shop Mrs. J. E. Mann Hostess
bockof oil those
at The Ideal Food Market. 45-tic
to-school expenses
To Christian Group
:with o personal
COLD STORAGE ROOMS: For
The Number Two group of the
loon from us. Stop
meat, vegetables, fruits, eggs Women's Christian Fellowship of
In today for the
and etc. Phone 2707, Citizens the First Christian Church met
'money
to
buy
Ice Co., Princeton.
4-1tc Tuesday afternoon at the home
books, supplies or
LOST: Point blue tick cur dog. of Mrs. Joseph Mann on North
clothing for your
18 months to R.pay
White and blue speckled. Mis- Jefferson street.
Children.
Mrs. Frederick Stallins was in
sing since August 20. Answers
to name of Ben. Four-years old. charge of the program with Mrs.
„I Ask your
Gordon Lisanby and Mrs. A. H.
Bob tail. Reward. See
FINANCE CORP:of IC/0 Moore, Princeton Route Leamon
laundress
6, own- Templeton participating.
•Nave•
er.
at home!
10-1tp
There will be a joint meeting
110 West Market
of the groups Monday night at
Phone 2881
FOR SALE: Willis Jeep,, new
the church with Mrs. June StanA. M. Richardson, Mgr.
motor, good tires, new lights,
ley and Mrs. Johl Long as outnew paint, good
condition.
of-town guest speakers.
Contact
Larry
or
Jack
Pedley,
starts
702 Locust street, phone 2251.
It's no accident that Arrows launder quicker,
10-1Lp Family Picnic
easier, better than any other shirts you've known.
Pfc. Leroy Tosh, who is spendstays
They're really built to stand up to hard wear
FOR SALE: Used Maytag washer ing a 30-day lealve from
Fitz... plenty of launderings. Made of the finest
in good condition. See McCon- simmons Army Hospital, Denver,
white
nell Electric Co., phone 2091, Colo., with his
"Sanforized" fabrics that won't shrink as much
parents, Mr. and
Princeton.
10-1tp Mrs. Lexie Tosh, Good Spring
as a tiny 170. Specially constructed Arrow collars
and cuffs open flat for easy ironing. Tailor.
RECORD SALE: Unused records community, was honored with a
stitchedseams resist puckering and wrinkling.
for only 30c. Hillbilly, popular picnic at Dawson Springs State
And those rugged, anchored-on Arrow buttons
and blues. Stewart's Music Park, Sunday Sept. 2. Those atwon't pop or break. Come
choose the Mister's
Mart, 112 W. Market Street, tending were his parents; Mrs.
favorite collar styles from our big selection of
Princeton, Ky.
10-1te Nannie Dalton, Delmer, Norris,
Ronald Harper, Carlton Lee and
Arrows.
FOR RENT: 2 room furnished Dean Harper, Mr. and Mrs. Johnapartment. 305 Cadiz Street. son Tosh, Wayne Tosh, Miss
Phone 2532.
10-lip Georgia Dalton, and the honoree.
There was an attendance of 81
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Mr. and Mrs. Claude B. Wood, tnern
Mr. and MTS. Edwin Dick, of
ii,
s
deduviehri. jeuQ
wuee
oinkend
Maydield, Ky., Were guests off Linwood Farm, and R. T. Humvisitors
of
Mr.
were
and
Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Mc.•Connell phries
at DuQuoin
Mrs. J. G. O'Hara, Vinson,
ICE CREAM AND PIE supper at Sunday.
Lewistown schoo 1, Saturday
night, September 8. Sponsored
by P. T. A. Everyone invited.
10-He

McGOUGH'S
Paint & Wallpaper
Phone 2585

FOR ARROW SHIRTS

Store

yet Hundre

fRAIIIIIINIG A

petted To

000)5

Exhibitio

Above: One of the many beautiful horse-drawn all-steel animal den
largest circus in America to PRINCETON for an afternoon and night
SEPT. 19TH, at the ARNOLD LIGON grounds, Dawson Road.

SPRING HEEL

WHITE STITCHED

MOCCIES

Sued* with
smooth leather

RUST!

Terrific Value at
BLACK!

$4.95 to $7.95
Newest fashion...wear moss of two leathers._ port
suede, part smooth! With neat white contrast stitching!
Extra -long -wearing soles! Spring heels! Completely.
soft toes and backs! SIZES 4 to 9, AAA to

or exchange city or farm property see me. Everything in
real estate and Insurance including Automobiles, bonds.
Chas. J.

Red Front Stores

White - Dial 2375 - Office over Penney's

Administrator's Notice

Administrator's Notice

A I 1 persons holding claims
against the estate of Lizzie Hall,
deceased, will please present
same for payment or or before
October 1, 1951, properly proven.
All persons knowing themselves
indebted to the estate will please
come forward and settle same on
or before October 1, 1951,
Farmers National Bank, Administrator Estate of Lizzie
Hall

A II persons holding claims
against the estate of Alice Pool
Sims will please present same
properly proven for payment on
or before October 1, 1951. All
persons knowing themselves indebted to the estate of Alice Pool
Sims will please come forward
and settle same on or before October 1, 1951.
Farmers National Bank, Administrator Estate of Alice
Pool Sims

'gut:

TOMATO SOUP, Phillips
10,2 or.

VEGETABLE SOUP, Phillips
1012 oz. can

can

DEEP BROWN BEANS, Libby

FRUIT JARS. Mason, pints dor. ;9c

14 oz. can

121(

PEANUT BUTTER, Gold Craft
24 or. jar

jfl

49(

GREEN BEANS, Arkco, cut
No. 2 can

12/C

STUFFED OLIVES, Re I'mberto, queen
2 or. bottle

ck
j

19

quarts dos
PEACH PRESERVES, liuncs, pure
16 or. jar
BEETS, Scott County
No. 2 can
TOMATO JUICE, C. C. C Brand
46 oz. can
SOUR PICKLES, Cardinal
32 oz. jar

SALMON. Tomah, fancy,
No. 1 tall can

SLICED PINEAPPLE, Lotus
No. 2 can

BLACKEYED PEAS, Brown Valley
No. 2 can

.-tott
iefs
as
ckal

PORK & BEANS, Ky. Beauty
16 or. can
MACKEREL, Sea Gold
16 or. can 18e

2/

TOMATOES, Rosedale, ex. stand.
No. 2 can
3/
Style 961

BUILT

BY

FRESH FRUITS

A superbly built studio couch whose smartly upholstered
tailoring adds beauty to your home in daytime . . . and
whose buoyant spring construction means restful comfort
at night. The Adams is distinguished by its truly handsome
appearance with rich, carved wood trim . . . and its un•
equaled quality of Jamison workmanship.

stow"
MORGAN'S

FURNITURE DEALEVS FUNERAL DIRECTORS
"44 YEARS 'OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE"
NIGHT 3495
PHONE 2035

15(
10f
35(
50f

CORN, Rosedale, Wh. Cr. SO le, Es.
. stand, Co. Gent No. 2 can .
APPLE BUTTER, Mon.
28 oz. jar

Know the charm of a perky
hair-bow in young curls? . . .
that's the effect of this lovely
bow at the toe of young low
pumps ... in butter-soft black
nusuede. Only

FLOUR, Pure & White,
2.5 lb. bag

rINKEL.' S
AIR STORE
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SLICED BACON, 1 lb. layers
lb.
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SUGAR, Godchaux, pure cane
5 lb. hag

VEGETABLES

BANANAS, large fancy ripe, lb.
Slip your foot in a slim shell
of rich black nusuede . . and
wonder how they could look
prettier. Our British Flats look
so dainty, wear so well. Only

ool Pupils
Donate CI

edonia Enr
40 Pupils

APPLES, Johnathan, U. S. No. 1, Cooking, 3 pounds

JAMISON
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TOMATO CATSUP, Hells ood
14 oz. bottle

SARDINES, Sunshine, oval, mustard
No. I can 17,4c3

Slip Your Foot
in a Shell ...

el

ond An
d FFA B
I for Se

WHEN YOU WANT TO BUY, SELL, RENT
"Princeton's Finest Dept. Store"
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AL G. KELLY-MILLER BROS., FIRST BIG CIRCUS TO V
PRINCETON IN 17 YEARS COMING WED., SEPT. 19

I

MEAT SPECIALS
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